Abstract. Extracting frequent subtrees from the tree structured data has important applications in Web mining. In this paper, we introduce a novel canonical form for rooted labelled unordered trees called the balanced-optimal-search canonical form (BOCF) that can handle the isomorphism problem efficiently. Using BOCF, we define a tree structure guided scheme based enumeration approach that systematically enumerates only the valid subtrees. Finally, we present the balanced optimal search tree miner (BOSTER) algorithm based on BOCF and the proposed enumeration approach, for finding frequent induced subtrees from a database of labelled rooted unordered trees. Experiments on the real datasets compare the efficiency of BOSTER over the two state-of-the-art algorithms for mining induced unordered subtrees, HybridTreeMiner and UNI3. The results are encouraging.
Introduction
In order to improve the Web-based applications, finding frequent patterns is a common task in Web usage mining that discovers useful information from the Web data. The web usage data, the sequences of accesses pursued by users, can be easily represented as trees [1] . The frequent subtree mining task can be used in distinguishing various users according to their common browsing behavior [2] . In this paper we study the problem of finding frequent subtrees from the database of unordered trees.
Unordered trees have shown the capability of identifying interesting relations due to not being constrained by sibling order (i.e. no fixed left-to-right order among sibling nodes) [3] . However, this distinct property makes the process of mining frequent unordered subtrees more challenging in comparison to ordered trees. Exponential candidate generation with redundancy is the main problem in mining frequent unordered subtrees. It is critical to determine a "good" growth strategy as there can be many possible ways to extend a candidate subtree due to not having sibling order constraint. Moreover, high computation and memory expense are always an issue for mining tree data. Many algorithms have been proposed to overcome these challenges where they use a canonical form, and extend the candidates only that conform to the canonical form. Several canonical representations based on sorted pre-order string [4] , depth-first traversal [5] [6] [7] and breadth-first traversal [8] have been proposed. These canonical forms need an additional isomorphism test for avoiding redundancy problem. Besides, the existing algorithms use extension and join operations for candidate enumeration [8, 9] , which produce a large number of candidates including invalid subtrees. Authors in [10] have developed an enumeration approach using underlying tree structure information that generates only valid subtrees, but, the method suffers from extensive memory usage.
We have previously proposed an optimal tree traversal algorithm for traversing a rooted unordered tree [11] and finding similarity amongst tree data. In this paper, we extend this traversing algorithm by introducing a new heuristic that leads towards a new definition of canonical form for representing unordered trees, called the balanced-optimal canonical form (BOCF). The BOCF can alleviate redundancy problem as it is able to represent unordered trees uniquely even in the presence of isomorphism. Using BOCF, we specify an optimal enumeration approach to systematically enumerate all frequent subtrees based on underlying tree structure information. This enumeration approach is efficient as it restricts the search, by only generating the unambiguous and valid subtrees using the underlying tree structure information. Finally, the balanced optimal search tree miner (BOSTER) algorithm is proposed for mining frequent induced unordered subtrees from a database of labelled rooted unordered trees. Empirical analysis carried out using a real data has shown the effectiveness of BOSTER over the two state-of-the-art algorithms, HybridTreeMiner [8] and UNI3 [10] .
Preliminaries
Let T = (V, E, L) be a rooted labeled unordered tree, where V = {v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , …, v n } denotes the set of nodes with v 0 as root node,
…, e n-1 } denotes the set of edges and L denotes the set of labels. The label is given by a function Φ: V → L which maps nodes with unique labels. An unordered tree has no ordering relationship among the nodes except ancestor-descendent or parent-child. The ancestor-descendent relationship between two nodes is denoted by v i ≺ v j , i.e. v i is ancestor of v j, the '≺' symbol represents 'precedes'. The level of a node v i in a tree T is denoted as Lv(T, v i ) and the height of a tree T is denoted as H(T). According to the properties of unordered trees we have Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1 Weight of the root node v 0 is always zero
, w 0 = 0. For each node v i ∈ V (v i ≠ v 0 ),
Definition 4 (Mining Unordered Induced Subtree):
Let T db denotes a database where each transaction is a labelled rooted unordered tree. The task of frequent induced subtree mining from T db is finding all induced subtrees that have minimum support s.
Definition 5 (Support): Support s of a tree T´ in database T db is defined as the number of trees, T that has at least one occurrence of T´ as an induced subtree in its structure.
Optimal Canonical Form
A canonical form (CF) of a tree is a representative form that can consistently represent many equivalent variations of that tree into one standard [7, 12] . The canonical forms for ordered and unordered subtrees are different. Due to having no sibling order, several ordered variations are possible from an unordered tree.
Definition 6 (Equivalent ordered trees):
Two distinct ordered trees T 1 and T 2 are equivalent to each other if they represent same unordered tree T, denoted by
An example of equivalent ordered trees is given in fig 2, where four ordered trees can be derived from an unordered tree. We propose to represent these ordered variations by a single canonical form following an optimal traversal so that the same unordered tree is derived from each of them.
Balanced Optimal Canonical Form (BOCF)
We have earlier developed an optimal tree search traversal algorithm [11] by reducing the traversing problem to an optimization problem called "simple assemble line balancing" [13] . Unlike existing traversal algorithms [12] , our algorithm [11] works based on optimization instead of fixing left-to-right order among siblings. We propose heuristics that are applied recursively for setting the rules of traversing the whole tree. Heuristic 1 identifies a potential node during the traversal process. Heuristics 2 and 3 select the best node if multiple nodes are identified as candidates for traversal. Induction of heuristics will result in the optimal traversal balanced.
Heuristic 1 After traversing the root node, the enumeration of available nodes satisfying the ancestral relationship (v i ≺ v j ) will be prioritized based on their weights.

Heuristic 2 If there exist two or more nodes with maximum weight, the node with maximum number of children will get priority for traversing next.
Heuristic 3 In case of existence of multiple nodes with equal weight and children count, the minimum lexicographical order will be used to prioritize their traversing.
Consider the example tree in fig 1, following this traversal scheme, root node v a will be traversed first. Next eligible nodes for traversing will be v e , v c , v b as their parent node has been traversed. Node v c will be chosen following heuristic 1. Heuristic 2 will need to be applied to choose between v e and v b , v e will be traversed accordingly. Node v b will be traversed next using heuristic 3, as the other two heuristics fail to prioritize the order between v b and v d . The final sequence for traversing the whole tree
is not restricted by depth-first or breadth-first order.
We propose a balanced-optimal canonical form for a tree represented in the optimal order obtained by this traversal. BOCF is a string representation of a tree along with four unique symbols, +1, -1, +2 and -2, that are used to represent the breadthwise movement from sibling to sibling and the depth-wise movement from a child to its parent. We use +1 and -1 for forward and backward travel towards depth, and +2 and -2 for forward and backward travel towards breadth respectively. We assume that none of these symbols are included in the alphabet of node labels.
Definition 7 (BOCF String Representation of Unordered Tree):
The BOCF string representation of the rooted unordered tree is achieved by a guided record of sibling nodes. When a new node appears under its parent node, only the breadthwise movement from the existing rightmost sibling node is permitted.
Consider the trees in fig 2. The optimal order of the equivalent trees in fig 2 is: v a ,  v b , v c , v d , v c , v f . Using definition 7, the unique BOCF string representation of these four trees is 0v a , +1, 2v b , +1, 2v c , -1, +2, 1v d , +1, 2v c , -2, 1v f . It should be noted that all equivalent ordered trees is represented by a unique standard form. It indicates that they all are originated from the same unordered tree. This greatly benefits unordered tree mining. The optimal traversal poses a total order on all variants of an unordered tree which guarantees the uniqueness of BOCF for a labelled rooted unordered tree.
Dealing with the Isomorphism and Automorphism Problem:
A main challenge in defining a canonical form for unordered trees is faced when two trees are found isomorphic. If a bijective mapping exists between the set of nodes of two trees T 1 and T 2 , which preserves and reflects the tree structures, then these trees are called isomorphic to each other, denoted as T 1 ≅T 2 . The term automorphism corresponds to isomorphism of a tree to itself. It is necessary to identify which of the ordered subtrees forms an automorphism group of an unordered subtree. During candidate generation, each subtree encoding should uniquely map to a single subtree only. Existing research addresses this problem by choosing one of the trees from the automorphism group as the representative of the group, and then all other isomorphic subtrees are ordered according to the representative of the automorphism group during candidate generation [7, 8] . This ensures that, for a particular unordered subtree, its occurrences are correctly counted so that the frequency can be easily determined. However, a checking is always required to find the presence of isomorphism in a tree. This causes an additional memory and time consumption for keeping the record of the representative tree and for doing isomorphism testing. As shown earlier, the proposed BOCF encodes an unordered tree (including all of its ordered variants which are actually isomorphic to each other) uniquely. In other words, BOCF provides a unique representation to all isomorphic trees. This ensures that trees encoded with BOCF representation will be correctly grouped and counted. Unlike other canonical forms, BOCF does not require a record of representative trees or, an extra checking during candidate generation for dealing the isomorphism problem. Moreover, BOCF can naturally handle the automorphism problem. For applying the optimal traversal, the trees need to be pre-processed so that a concise tree representation can be derived by combining equivalent nodes. Consequently the weight of each node under its parent node is calculated. We conjecture that the equivalent nodes (i.e. same labelled sibling nodes having the same child) should not be treated as distinct nodes. The order between them is not important, but, only the occurrences are important. This process allows us to avoid the isomorphism of a tree to itself, i.e. solving the automorphism problem. Consider the following example in fig 3(a) where the dotted area is showing a case of automorphism problem for the considered tree. However, the BOCF representation is derived based on the weighted tree as shown in figure 3(b) where automorphism can no longer exist. 
Mining Frequent Labelled Unordered Induced Subtrees
We define an enumeration tree that lists all induced unordered subtrees in T db according to their BOCF strings. We used the right-path extension and join operations for growing the enumeration tree. Previous research has shown that the right-path extension produces a complete and non-redundant candidate generation [7, 8, 14] . The use of extension alone for growing enumeration tree can be inefficient because the number of potential growth may be very large, especially when the cardinality of the alphabet for node labels is large. This shortcoming necessitates of using a join operation [7, 8] . However, a join operation often generates invalid subtrees. We propose using a tree-structure guided schema for enumeration which allows the generation of valid subtrees only. In the proposed tree structure guided enumeration approach, the underlying level and fan-out information of nodes are utilized during candidate generation.
Operations on the Enumeration Tree:
The basis of our enumeration tree is as follows. An unordered N-tree (i.e. a tree with N number of nodes) BOCF is formed from the unordered (N+1)-tree BOCF by removing the right-most path (i.e. the right-most node along with its edge) at the bottom level.
For growing the enumeration tree we define extension and join operations using the BOCF string and the tree-structure guided schema. Growth Rules: Candidate trees can have a large number of potential nodes to get a right-path extension. In order to restrict this growth, heuristics can be employed using BOCF definition. This will result in reduction of the number of candidates generated as well as in the reduction of the number of isomorphic subtrees. These rules support the basic formation principle of the enumeration tree, i.e. keeping the N-tree BOCF unchanged with the newly generated (N+1)-tree BOCF.
Fig. 4. Comparison between the proposed and existing enumeration techniques.
Rule1: Among all the nodes at the bottom level, the node with the maximum weight will be chosen for BOCF-extension.
Rule2: If there are more than two maximum weighted nodes then the node with maximum children will be chosen for BOCF-extension.
Rule3: If more than two maximum weighted nodes with the same number of children exist then the node that sorts lexicographically lower will be chosen for BOCFextension.
Consider an example database in fig 4a. We compare our enumeration tree (fig 4b) with the enumeration tree (fig 4c) generated by following the HybridTreeMiner method [8] (abbreviated as HBT here). HBT also uses the right-path extension and join operations for growing the enumeration tree, but, these are defined using a different canonical form (BFCF) [7] , whereas we use BOCF and the tree-structure guided schema for growing the enumeration tree. The dotted rectangles in (fig 4c) are showing the generation of invalid subtrees in HBT. We did not show the full enumeration tree for HBT. If we continue it will grow in a much bigger size, resulting in much higher numbers of invalid subtrees. But, for our method, fig 4b is the complete enumeration tree of the considered database.
It can be clearly seen that our enumeration tree generates much less candidates in comparison to HBT enumeration tree because of producing only valid subtrees. Generation of several invalid subtrees causes extra memory space and, then, pruning of these subtrees causes additional computational cost for HBT. Moreover, our enumeration approach is more robust to the isomorphism problem. In fig 4c the enumeration tree produces two candidate trees T 3 and T 4, which are isomorphic. For counting the exact support these two should consider as same candidate. In that case an extra checking method is needed to count isomorphic trees; but our enumeration approach avoids growing any isomorphic tree. For example, in fig 4b; only tree T 3 exists, tree T 4 can't be generated. According to BOCF-join, join is supported only from The process of frequent subtree mining is initiated by scanning the tree database, T db , where trees are stored as BOCF strings along with weight, level and fan-out information of each node. The Grow_Enum method is called recursively for growing the candidates. The frequency of every resultant candidate tree is computed according to the method used in [7, 8] . This is basically an apriori based frequency counting which gives us the exact frequent subtree list. In order to improve computational efficiency, we stop counting of a subtree as soon as the tree count reaches the minimum support value.
Experimental Evaluation
We have performed experiments to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm on real application data. All experiments have been conducted on a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7 PC with 8GB main memory and running the UNIX operating system. Two state-ofthe-art unordered tree mining algorithms, HBT [8] and UNI3 [10] are used for benchmarking. We recorded the run time and memory usage of each algorithm and compared their performances. In line with other research and to show scalability, three variations of the real weblog data, CSLOGS [2, 14] , are used. (1) CSLOG1 -data generated from the first week web log usage consisting of 8,074 trees. (2) CSLOG12 -data generated from the first two weeks usage consisting of 13,934 trees. (3) CSLOGS -the entire data covering all weeks consisting of 59,691 trees, 716,263 nodes and 13,209 unique node labels. Fig 6(a, b, c) and fig 7(a, b, c) compare the runtime and memory comparison of BOSTER against HBT and UNI3 respectively. For both runtime and memory comparison, BOSTER significantly outperforms HBT in all cases. However, UNI3 gave better memory consumption than BOSTER over CSLOG1 and CSLOG12. On the entire set of CSLOGS, BOSTER started to outperform UNI3 for support value less than 100. After this support value, UNI3 could not perform due to extensive memory usage (fig 7c) . We allocated about 15GB memory to run UNI3, but, it still failed to execute results. UNI3 includes a large number of extra data structure to hold intermittent information for the mining process. These additional structures cause the out of memory problem when mining the large data with small support values. Moreover, both HBT and UNI3 keep record of representative trees for performing an isomorphism test that causes additional time and memory expense, but BOSTER can avoid this extra cost using BOCF string representation.
In real-life applications, memory usage can have a significant impact on the application's usability from the perspective of performance, interactivity, etc. BOSTER is able to consume less memory with yielding efficient time complexity, in comparison to the benchmarked algorithms, even in the presence of large data. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a novel canonical form, and developed a new method of finding frequent induced subtrees from the dataset of labelled rooted unordered trees. We empirically evaluated the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, BOSTER, against the well-known algorithms in the literature, over real life datasets.
